INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Understanding the pathological basis of disease-causing mutations is a potentially insightful approach to development of treatments and cures for enigmatic conditions. We have been particularly engaged in characterizing missense mutant alleles of helicase genes that underlie chromosomal instability disorders punctuated by accelerated aging and a predisposition to cancer. Fanconi Anemia (FA) Complementation Group J (FANCJ) is an excellent example of such a genetic disorder. Two percent of FA patients are attributed to pathogenic variants in the *FANCJ* gene ([@B1]). FA is complex with an every-growing list of genes (currently over 20) that encode proteins implicated in a specialized DNA repair pathway tailored for the correction of DNA interstrand cross-links (ICLs). ICLs represent a very lethal form of DNA damage because by their very nature, they strongly interfere with DNA replication as well as virtually all aspects of DNA metabolism ([@B2]). Among the essential genes in the FA pathway is a single DNA helicase, designated FANCJ that is implicated in homologous recombination (HR) repair of double-strand breaks (DSB) that arise from processing of an ICL or may occur directly from endogenous replication stress or exposure to agents that cause closely clustered breaks in each strand or simultaneous breaks in both strands ([@B3]). In addition to its FA linkage, FANCJ has been found in multiple studies to be associated with breast and ovarian cancer ([@B4]). Therefore, its disease relevance is very strong, yet FANCJ remains one of the most poorly understood of the FA gene products in terms of its pathway function(s). Moreover, FANCJ appears to operate outside the classic FA pathway of ICL repair because its deficiency results in a more generalized poor response to agents that impose replication stress other than ICLs ([@B5]).

To develop a greater understanding of FANCJ's molecular and cellular roles, we have characterized two missense mutations residing in the helicase gene coding sequence that are linked to FA. The two FANCJ mutations are quite distinct in terms of their effects on molecular functions. Our analysis has elucidated a novel catalytic threshold whereby FANCJ can fulfill its function in response to a DNA polymerase inhibitor or G-quadruplex binding ligand that induces replication stress or a chemical that introduces DNA strand breaks; however, even a partially functional helicase that displays compromised recruitment to DNA damage is unable to restore cross-link resistance. We propose a model in which FANCJ remodeling of stalled replication forks requires only modest helicase activity on short duplexes and is independent of the classic FA pathway, whereas its involvement in ICL repair requires rapid recruitment to the damaged DNA and more processive DNA unwinding to suppress the persistence of single-stranded DNA and Rad51, indicative of improperly or incompletely processed recombinant DNA intermediates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Plasmid DNA constructions {#SEC2-1}
-------------------------

FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D mutations were generated by the Quik Change site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions using respective primers ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in the vector pEGFP-C2 (Clontech). Mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Recombinant proteins {#SEC2-2}
--------------------

Expression and purification of wild-type and mutant FANCJ proteins were performed using baculovirus encoding FANCJ-wild type (WT), FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D with a C-terminal FLAG tag. The baculovirus constructs were infected in High Five insect cells, and the recombinant FANCJ proteins were purified with modifications to a protocol previously described ([@B8]). Briefly, cell pellets were resuspended in buffer A (10 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.5), 130 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 10 mM NaF, 10 mM NaPi, 10 mM NaPPi). Cells were lysed in the presence of protease inhibitors (Roche Applied Science) for 45 min at 4°C with mild agitation and centrifuged at 21 000 × *g* for 10 min at 4°C. The supernatant was incubated with FLAG antibody resin (Sigma) for 2 h at 4°C. The resin was washed twice with buffer B (50 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.4), 1 mM EDTA, and 0.5% Nonidet P-40) supplemented with 500 mM NaCl followed by buffer B supplemented with 150 mM NaCl. FANCJ was eluted twice with 4 μg/ml 3× FLAG peptide (Sigma) in buffer D (25 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.4), 100mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.1% Tween 20, 5 mM Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine hydrochloride; Sigma) for 1 h. FLAG-tagged FANCJ proteins were dialyzed for 2 h against buffer D using a dialysis tube with a 50-kDa molecular mass cut-off (Tube-O-DIALYZER™), and aliquots were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. RPA was purified as described before ([@B9]). Protein concentration was determined by the Bradford assay using BSA as a standard.

DNA substrates {#SEC2-3}
--------------

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis purified oligonucleotides used for the preparation of DNA substrates were purchased from Lofstrand Labs or IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies) and are listed in [Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The forked duplex DNA substrates, as well as the unimolecular G4 PolyZic1 and tetra-molecular TPG4 DNA substrates were prepared from the indicated oligonucleotides as previously described ([@B8],[@B10]).

Radiometric helicase assays {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------

Helicase assay reaction mixtures (20 μl) contained 40 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.4), 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 2% glycerol, 100 ng/μl bovine serum albumin, 2 mM ATP and forked duplex (19 bp) DNA substrate (10 fmol) or G4 DNA substrate (5 fmol), with the indicated concentrations of FANCJ and/or RPA. Helicase reactions were initiated by the addition of FANCJ and incubated at 30°C for 15 min unless otherwise indicated. Helicase reactions were terminated by addition of stop buffer (74% glycerol, 0.01% xylene cyanol, 0.01% bromophenol blue, 10 mM KCl, 20 mM EDTA). Reaction products were resolved on non-denaturing 12% and 10% (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) polyacrylamide gels for the forked duplex and TPG4 DNA substrates, respectively. The resolved radiolabeled DNA species from products of helicase reaction mixtures were visualized with Typhoon 9400 phosphor-imaging and analyzed with ImageQuant 5.2 software (GE Healthcare).

For the unimolecular Poly(A) Zic1-G4 DNA substrate (5 fmol), helicase reactions (20 μl) were performed in reaction buffer containing a 20-fold excess of peptide--nucleic acid complementary oligonucleotide ([@B10],[@B12]). G4 helicase reactions were terminated by the addition of 20 μl of stop buffer, and reaction products were resolved on 15% nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels. Radiolabeled DNA products were visualized and analyzed quantitatively as described above.

Protein trap kinetic helicase assays {#SEC2-5}
------------------------------------

Protein trap kinetic assays were performed as described before ([@B13]). Briefly, FANCJ-WT (0.6 nM), FANCJ-R707C (1.9 nM) and FANCJ-H396D (4.8 nM) were preincubated for 3 min at 24°C with 5 nM of the radiolabeled forked duplex DNA substrate. After 3 min, ATP (2 mM) and 500 nM oligo dT~200~ (to serve as protein trap) was added simultaneously to the reaction mixture and incubated at 30°C. Aliquots (20 μl) of the reaction mixture were quenched at 10-s intervals with stop Buffer containing a 10-fold excess of unlabeled oligonucleotide with the same sequence as the labeled strand. Products of helicase reaction mixtures were then resolved on 12% polyacrylamide gels and visualized as described under 'Helicase assays'.

ATP hydrolysis assays {#SEC2-6}
---------------------

ATP hydrolysis was measured using \[γ−^32^P\] ATP (PerkinElmer Life Sciences) and analyzed by thin layer chromatography (TLC) on polyethyleneimine-cellulose plates (Mallinckrodt Baker). The standard reaction mixture (20 μl of total volume) contained 40 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.4), 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 2% glycerol, 100 ng/μl bovine serum albumin, 250 μM \[γ−^32^P\] ATP, 2.1 nM M13mp18 single-stranded DNA circle, and 60 nM FANCJ protein and was incubated at 30°C. For *K*~m~ determinations, final ATP concentrations ranged from 30 to 8000 μM. For *k*~cat~ determinations, ATP concentration was 4.4 mM. The product was spotted onto a PEI-cellulose TLC plate and resolved by using 0.5 M LiCl and 1 M formic acid as the carrier solvent. The TLC plate was exposed to a phosphorimaging screen for 1 h, and the radiolabeled species were visualized and analyzed as described above.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay {#SEC2-7}
------------------------------------

EMSA's were as described previously ([@B8]). Briefly, protein/DNA binding mixtures (20 μl) contained the indicated concentrations of FANCJ and 0.5 nM concentrations of the specified ^32^P-end labeled DNA substrate in the same reaction buffer as used for helicase assays (see above) except ATP was excluded. The binding mixtures were incubated at 24°C for 30 min after the addition of FANCJ. After incubation, 3 μl of loading dye (74% glycerol, 0.01% xylene cyanol, 0.01% bromophenol blue) were added to each mixture, and samples were loaded onto native 5% (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) polyacrylamide gels and electrophoresed at 200 V for 2 h at 4°C using 1× Tris borate-EDTA as the running buffer. The resolved radiolabeled species were visualized and analyzed as described above.

Streptavidin displacement assays {#SEC2-8}
--------------------------------

Streptavidin displacement assay were performed as described before ([@B14]). Briefly, reaction mixtures contained 40 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.6), 25 mM KCl, 2 mM MgCl~2~, 2% glycerol, 100 ng/μl bovine serum albumin, 2 mM ATP, 0.5 nM streptavidin-bound biotinylated oligonucleotide (X12-1-52-BIOT13), and the indicated concentrations of FANCJ helicase. For the assays, 0.5 nM of biotinylated oligonucleotide was preincubated with 100 nM streptavidin (Sigma) for 10 min at 37°C. Reactions were initiated by adding FANCJ prior to the addition of biotin (1 μM) and incubated at 30°C for 15 min, followed by a quench with the addition of 10 μl of stop buffer (50 mM EDTA, 40% glycerol, 0.9% SDS, 0.05% bromophenol blue, and 0.05% xylene cyanol). Products were resolved on nondenaturing 12% polyacrylamide gel (19:1 acrylamide/bisacrylamide). The resolved radiolabeled species were visualized and analyzed as described above.

Single-molecule fluorescence-based helicase assays {#SEC2-9}
--------------------------------------------------

The DNA hairpin substrate preparation and experimental and analysis procedures for single-molecule measurements of DNA unwinding activity have been described in detail ([@B15],[@B16]). Briefly, a 537 bp DNA hairpin with a 25 nt single-stranded DNA gap that facilitates FANCJ binding was tethered to a surface and a 2.7 μM magnetic bead via digoxigenin/anti-digoxigenin and biotin-streptavidin linkages, respectively. The unwinding assays were performed at 30°C, in the presence of 0.5--2 nM FANCJ in the modified helicase buffer containing 40 mM Tris--HCl (pH 7.4), 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 300 ng/ml bovine serum albumin, 0.01% Tween-20, and 2 mM ATP. The unwinding of the DNA hairpin duplex by FANCJ was measured in real-time by tracking the tethered magnetic bead at 200 Hz from images acquired with a CCD camera using Labview-based image analysis. The unwinding activity was further analyzed using a custom *T*-test based analysis program (Igor) to identify unwinding events and obtain measures of the unwinding rate and run-length ([@B15],[@B17]).

Size exclusion chromatography {#SEC2-10}
-----------------------------

Purified recombinant FANCJ protein was applied to a Superdex-200 size exclusion column (GE Healthcare) using an AKTA FPLC (GE Healthcare) as described previously ([@B8]). Proteins were detected by a UV detector. The column was calibrated using standard molecular mass markers containing blue dextran (2000 kDa), thyroglobulin (670 kDa), alcohol dehydrogenase (150 kDa), albumin (66 kDa), carbonic anhydrase (29 kDa), and aprotinin (6.5 kDa) (Sigma).

Cell lines and survival assays {#SEC2-11}
------------------------------

Chicken DT40 cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 9% (v/v) fetal calf serum, 1% (v/v) chicken serum, 2 mM [l]{.smallcaps}-glutamine, 50 μM 2-mercaptoethanol, 1% (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin in a 5% CO~2~ incubator at 39°C. The fancj^−/−^, fancc^−/−^ and fancj^−/−^ fancc^−/−^ knockout cell lines were previously described ([@B18]). fancj^−/−^ blm^−/−^ cells were constructed by transfecting FANCJ knockout constructs described by ([@B14]) in blm^−/−^ cells described by ([@B19]). The DT40 cell lines were transfected with plasmids encoding GFP, GFP-FANCJ-WT and GFP-FANCJ-R707C and GFP-FANCJ-H396D and selected by G418 resistance using a procedure previously described ([@B20]).

Survival assays were carried out as described previously by colony formation assays containing 1.4% (w/v) methylcellulose ([@B21]) using increasing concentrations of cisplatin (CisPt), aphidicolin (APH), telomestatin (TMS), mitomycin C (MMC), bleomycin (Bleo) and Mirin as indicated in the figures.

Chk1 phosphorylation {#SEC2-12}
--------------------

fancj^−/−^ DT40 cells transfected with GFP empty vector or vector expressing GFP-FANCJ recombinant proteins were either not treated (DMSO) or treated with various dosages of APH (0--40 μM) for 60 min. Cells were harvested and 2 million cells were lysed in 2× SDS buffer, followed by sonication and heated at 95°C for 5 min. Cell lysates were spun at 11 000 × *g* for 10 min, and proteins from supernatant were resolved on 8--12% polyacrylamide gels (nuPAGE (Invitrogen)). After immune-blotting, Chk1 phosphorylation was detected by a phosphor Chk1-S245 antibody (Cell Signaling). Cellular actin (Sigma) was used as a loading control.

G4 antibody staining {#SEC2-13}
--------------------

The isogenic fancj^−/−^ transfected cell lines were treated with DMSO or 5 μM TMS for 6 h. Cells were fixed with freshly prepared 4% formaldehyde and stained for immunoreactive G4 using a mouse anti-G4 1H6 monoclonal antibody (1:1000, Millipore) previously described ([@B22]). Immunofluorescence analyses were performed with a Zeiss LSM 510 META inverted Axiovert 200M laser scan microscope with a Plan-Apochromat 63× 1.4-numerical- aperature oil immersion differential interference contrast objective lens. Images were captured with a CCD camera and analyzed using LSM Browser software (Zeiss).

Chromosome aberrations {#SEC2-14}
----------------------

Chromosome aberrations were restricted to macrochromosome variation using a method described previously ([@B23]). Briefly cells were treated with CisPt (2 μM, 14 h) followed by 1% colcemid (Sigma) for 2 h. Cells were harvested and hypotonically swollen with 0.9% sodium citrate for 15 min at room temperature, and fixed with freshly prepared 5 ml of methanol:acetic acid (3:1). Fixed cells were dropped onto chilled glass slides, immediately flame, dried, and stained with DAPI. Images were captured in a Zeiss LSM 510 META inverted Axiovert 200M laser scan microscope with a Plan-Apochromat 100× 1.4-numerical- aperature oil immersion differential interference contrast objective lens. Images were captured with a CCD camera and analyzed using LSM Browser software (Zeiss).

Immunofluorescence cellular localization {#SEC2-15}
----------------------------------------

For BrdU detection to mark single-stranded DNA, fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with the indicated FANCJ plasmid were grown in the presence of 20 μM BrdU (Sigma) for 24 h. Cells were then treated with CisPt (2 μM) or APH (200 nM) for 14 h, harvested, and processed as described below for immunofluorescent detection of BrdU foci using a mouse anti-BrdU antibody (1:100, BD Pharmingen™) and goat anti-mouse Alexa flour 488 secondary antibody (1:1000 Invitrogen). For immunofluorescent cellular detection of γ-H2AX or Rad51 foci, cells were fixed with freshly prepared 4% formaldehyde at room temperature for 15 min. Fixed cells were washed 4 times with PBS and treated with 0.5% Triton X-100 solution (Sigma) at room temperature for 10 min. After washing with PBS (4 times), cells were blocked with 10% goat serum (Sigma) overnight at 4°C. Indirect immunostaining was performed by first incubating cells with mouse anti-γ-H2AX monoclonal antibody (1:500, Millipore) or rabbit anti-Rad51 antibody (1:250, Calbiochem) for 4 h at room temperature or overnight at 4°C. After four washes in PBS with 0.1% Tween 20, cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-mouse IgG (1:500, Invitrogen) or Alexa Fluor 633 goat anti-mouse IgG (1:500, Invitrogen) for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed 4 times with PBS containing 0.1% Tween 20 and coated with Prolong Gold anti-fade reagent containing DAPI (Invitrogen). Coverslips were placed on chamber slides, and cells were cured at room temperature in the dark for 24 h. Immunofluorescence analyses were performed with a Zeiss LSM 510 META inverted Axiovert 200M laser scan microscope with a Plan-Apochromat 63× 1.4-numerical- aperature oil immersion differential interference contrast objective lens. Images were captured with a CCD camera and analyzed using LSM Browser software (Zeiss).

Laser irradiation and confocal microscopy {#SEC2-16}
-----------------------------------------

Immunofluorescence localization of GFP-tagged FANCJ proteins to laser-activated psoralen-ICLs (Pso-ICLs) or laser-induced DSBs *in vivo* was performed as previously described ([@B24]).

DNA fiber studies {#SEC2-17}
-----------------

DNA fiber spreads in DT40 cells were prepared as described before ([@B25]) with slight modifications. Briefly, cells were first pulse-chased with CldU at 25 μM for 20 min and then with IdU at 250 μM for the indicated times. Cells were treated with 200 nM of APH at the time of IdU labeling. Cells were harvested and washed in ice-cold PBS and resuspended in ice-cold PBS at a concentration of 0.5 × 10^6^ cells/ml. A sample of cells (volume: 2 μl) was mixed with lysis buffer (10 μl; 200 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.4, 50 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS) on a glass slide. Slides were tilted ∼ 15° to allow cell extract to move down the slide. The DNA spreads were air-dried and fixed in a mixture of methanol/acetic acid (3:1, v:v). The slides were incubated in a solution of HCl (2.5 M) for 60 min, neutralized in a buffer (400 mM Tris--HCl, pH 7.4) for 10 min, washed in PBS, and immuno-stained, as described before ([@B25]). Staining of the slides with antibodies specific to CldU and IdU was done sequentially. The antibodies and dilutions used for staining were: rat anti-BrdU (CldU), 1:200; Daylight 647 goat anti-rat, 1:100; mouse anti-BrdU (IdU), 1:40, and Daylight 488 goat anti-mouse, 1:100. Imaging of the slides was carried out using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 M microscope with the Axio Vision software packages (Zeiss).

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Patient-derived R707C and H396D mutations reside in distinct regions of the FANCJ helicase core domain {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this work, we characterized two FA patient-derived missense mutations corresponding to single amino acid substitutions: Histidine (H) 396 mutated to Aspartic Acid (D) ([@B26]); and Arginine (R) 707 mutated to Cysteine (C) ([@B27]) (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Histidine (H)-396 resides in motif II, also known as the Walker B motif, and is highly conserved among Fe-S containing superfamily (SF2) family of DNA helicases which includes FANCJ, XPD, DDX11 and RTEL-1. Arginine (R)-707 resides in motif IV and is variable in the human Fe--S helicases with serine (S) in XPD, Histidine (H) in DDX11 and Phenylalanine (F) in RTEL-1 (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Using the sequence-related Fe--S cluster helicase *Thermoplasma acidophilum* (Ta) XPD ([@B28]) for homology modeling of FANCJ, the predicted location of the R707 and H396 amino acids are shown in pink and red, respectively (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Visual inspection of the homology model suggests that R707 would be located near the DNA binding cleft and H396 resides at the interface between the two conserved RecA domains. The corresponding recombinant FANCJ wild-type (WT) and mutant proteins were expressed in insect cells and purified for biochemical characterization (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![FA-linked FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D mutations and their biochemical characterization. (**A**) Human FANCJ depicting helicase core domain with canonical motifs indicated by colored boxes and FA-linked FANCJ mutations R707C and H396D are shown. The conservation in motif II and IV is shown with the sequence alignment of human FANCJ, XPD, DDX11 and RTEL1. BLM binding region (yellow) and BRCA1 binding site (purple) are shown. (**B**) Predicted structure of FANCJ based on *Ta*XPD ([@B28]) as a template using Phyre2 ([@B61]). The locations of R707 and H396 are shown in pink and red, respectively. Based on *Ta*XPD structure, the cleft and pore in the modeled structure of FANCJ is highlighted. (**C**) A Coomassie-blue stained SDS-polyacrylamide gel showing 2 μg of purified homogenous recombinant proteins FANCJ-WT, FANCJ-R707C, and FANCJ-H396D. kD (kilodalton) represents molecular mass protein standards. (**D**) FANCJ mutations H396D and R707C differentially affected DNA helicase activity. Representative native polyacrylamide gel images showing helicase reaction products from reaction mixtures containing the indicated FANCJ proteins incubated with 0.5 nM forked duplex (19 bp) DNA substrate at 30°C for 15 min as described in Materials and Methods. Filled triangle represents heat-denatured DNA substrate control. (**E**) Quantitative analysis of helicase activity by FANCJ proteins is shown with standard deviation (S.D.) indicated by error bars. *Open square*, FANCJ-WT; *filled square*, FANCJ-R707C; *open cross*, FANCJ-H396D. (**F**) Unwinding kinetics by FANCJ helicase proteins as determined by protein trap kinetics assays. Reactions with the indicated FANCJ protein (FANCJ-WT (0.6 nM), FANCJ-R707C (1.9 nM), or FANCJ-H396D (4.8 nM)) in the presence of 5 nM forked duplex (19 bp) DNA substrate were initiated by simultaneous addition of 100-fold excess of dT~200~ oligo (serve as protein trap) and ATP at 30°C and aliquots quenched at 5 s intervals. Quantitative analyses of DNA unwinding by FANCJ-WT (*open square*), FANCJ-R707C (*filled square*), and FANCJ-H396D (*open cross*) under conditions simulating single-turnover are shown. (**G**) DNA binding by FANCJ wild-type and mutant proteins. The indicted concentrations of the specified FANCJ protein were incubated with the forked duplex (19 bp) DNA substrate (0.5 nM) at 24°C for 30 min. Radiolabeled DNA and protein-DNA complexes were resolved by EMSA ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as described in Materials and Methods. Quantitative analysis of % DNA substrate bound by FANCJ is shown with S.D. indicated by error bars. *Open square*, FANCJ-WT; *filled square*, FANCJ-R707C; *open cross*, FANCJ-H396D.](gky403fig1){#F1}

FANCJ missense mutations differentially affect DNA helicase activity {#SEC3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The effect of FANCJ mutations H396D and R707C on FANCJ helicase activity were initially assessed using a forked 19 base-pair (bp) duplex DNA substrate flanked by noncomplementary 5′ and 3′ single-stranded tails. FANCJ-WT was able to efficiently unwind the DNA substrate during the 15 min incubation period (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with previous reports ([@B8],[@B14]). FANCJ-R707C retained partial helicase activity (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas unwinding by FANCJ-H396D was barely detectable (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). At 2.4 nM enzyme concentration, FANCJ-WT unwound 86% of the substrate compared to 32% of the substrate unwound by FANCJ-R707C (Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the R707C mutation partially impaired FANCJ-catalyzed DNA unwinding of the forked 19 bp DNA substrate.

Single turn-over kinetic analysis of FANCJ helicase activity {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------

To further characterize the partially reduced DNA unwinding by FANCJ-R707C, we performed kinetic assays with a protein trap to simulate single-turnover conditions as described ([@B13]) (Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For this, we used a concentration of FANCJ-R707C that yielded a similar level of helicase activity compared to FANCJ-WT under the multi-turnover 15 min reaction. FANCJ-WT (0.6 nM), FANCJ-R707C (1.9 nM) and FANCJ-H396D (4.8 nM) were first allowed to bind 5 nM of forked duplex (19 bp) substrate. Subsequently, reactions were initiated by the addition of ATP and 500 nM of dT~200~ oligonucleotide which served as a protein trap to capture excess FANCJ not bound to substrate at the end of the pre-incubation or FANCJ which dissociated during the reaction incubation period when ATP was present. The initial rates of DNA unwinding by the FANCJ proteins were determined from time-points take in 10 s intervals (Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). FANCJ-WT unwound the fork DNA substrate at a rate of 0.15 bp s^−1^ FANCJ monomer^−1^. FANCJ-R707C unwound at a rate of 0.017 bp s^−1^ FANCJ monomer^−1^. FANCJ-H396D displayed barely detectable unwinding, consistent with observations in multi-turnover conditions. Based on these results, we conclude that the FANCJ-R707C mutant displays a significantly reduced but still detectable rate of unwinding compared to FANCJ-WT under conditions simulating single-turnover.

Assessment of DNA binding by FANCJ mutant and wild-type proteins {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The differential effects of the R707C and H396D mutations on FANCJ helicase activity prompted us to test the recombinant proteins for their ability to bind DNA substrate by electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA). As shown quantitatively in Figure [1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and by gel image in [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, FANCJ-WT bound the forked duplex substrate to a greater extent than either mutant; however, FANCJ-R707C bound the forked duplex better than FANCJ-H396D. Both FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D bound a 45-mer single-stranded DNA oligonucleotide much less efficiently than FANCJ-WT ([Supplementary Figure S1B and C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). FANCJ-WT, as well as the two FANCJ mutant proteins, bound poorly if at all to a blunt duplex DNA substrate or a synthetic replication fork structure with duplex leading and lagging strand arms ([Supplementary Figure S1D and E](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that single-stranded DNA is an important component of the nucleic acid substrate in order for the helicase to bind. Based on the results, we conclude that the R707C and H396D mutations significantly compromise DNA binding by FANCJ.

Single-molecule measurements of FANCJ unwinding rate and processivity {#SEC3-5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The differences in binding affinity and unwinding kinetics among the three FANCJ constructs are consistent with multiple mechanistic interpretations of the effects of the R707C and H396D mutations on FANCJ helicase activity. To resolve the mechanistic effects of the mutations, we employed a magnetic-tweezers based single-molecule DNA unwinding assay (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and Materials and Methods). In this assay, the DNA hairpin unwinding activity of individual FANCJ helicases was probed by directly measuring the increase in extension accompanying the opening of the 537 bp hairpin (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with the ensemble helicase assays above, unwinding activities were observed for FANCJ-WT and FANCJ-R707C, but no activity was observed for FANCJ-H396D. The unwinding rates of FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-WT were comparable, whereas the processivity, reflected in the average run-length (maximum number of bp unwound before the hairpin rezips) of the R707C mutant was less than half of the WT enzyme (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that the R707C mutation affects DNA binding, consistent with the binding studies above, but that it has no effect on the catalytic activity *per se*. Rather, the decrease in DNA binding stability reduced the processivity more than two-fold relative to the WT enzyme.

![Single-molecule DNA hairpin unwinding assay and unwinding characteristics of wild-type and mutant FANCJ enzymes. (**A**) DNA hairpin unwinding as a function of time showing a DNA hairpin unwinding event (blue shaded region). Individual unwinding events are characterized by their run-length (maximum number of bp unwound before the hairpin rezips) and the unwinding rate (slope of a line fit to the bp unwound as a function of time). Cartoon of a DNA hairpin (not to scale) is shown in which each end is tethered, respectively, to a surface and a magnetic bead that is held under constant tension by applying a magnetic field via external magnets (inset). The number of bp unwound is determined from the height of the magnetic bead. (**B**) The average run-lengths and unwinding rates of FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-WT. The unwinding activity of FANCJ-H396D was not detected (\*).](gky403fig2){#F2}

FANCJ-R707C poorly unwinds longer duplex DNA substrates even in the presence of its interacting partner RPA {#SEC3-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FANCJ physically and functionally interacts with RPA such that RPA stimulates FANCJ's DNA unwinding in a specific manner ([@B29]). RPA's ability to interact with FANCJ and stimulate its helicase activity is likely to be important to remodel stalled forks and/or generate single-stranded DNA during a key DNA repair event (e.g. strand resection, strand invasion, or processing of the recombinant D-loop intermediate). The ability of FANCJ-R707C to rescue APH or TMS sensitivity, but not CisPt sensitivity, prompted us to examine the ability of RPA to stimulate its DNA unwinding on substrates with longer DNA duplex regions that the helicase is likely to encounter and act upon in a cellular context.

FANCJ-WT (20 nM) activity alone displayed poor activity on a 34-bp forked duplex DNA substrate under conditions that the helicase unwound a 19-bp forked duplex to near completion at a concentration of 2.4 nM (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with its previously observed poor helicase activity on a DNA substrate with a 47 bp duplex length ([@B29]). However, in the presence of 1 nM RPA, FANCJ-WT unwound over 40% of the 34 bp DNA substrate; moreover, increasing percentages of the substrate were unwound by FANCJ in an RPA concentration-dependent manner, achieving approximately 80% of the substrate unwound in the presence of 8 nM RPA. Although detectable unwinding of the 34 bp substrate by FANCJ-R707C was observed in the presence of increasing RPA concentrations, the stimulation by RPA was more modest compared to what was observed for FANCJ-WT. Nonetheless, at 8 nM RPA, FANCJ-R707C unwound ∼45% of the 34 bp substrate, indicating that the FANCJ-RPA functional interaction was partially preserved. In contrast, FANCJ-H396D failed to unwind the 34 bp forked duplex substrate throughout the RPA titration.

![FANCJ-R707C displays poor unwinding of longer DNA duplexes even in the presence of its interacting partner RPA. Representative native polyacrylamide gel images showing helicase reaction products from the reactions mixtures containing indicated FANCJ proteins (20 nM) in the presence or absence of the specified concentrations of the single-stranded DNA binding protein RPA with 0.5 nM forked duplex DNA substrate (34 bp (**A**) or 47 bp (**C**)) incubated at 30°C for 15 min. (B, D) Quantitative analyses of fork duplex unwinding by FANCJ-proteins is shown for 34 bp (**B**) or 47 bp (**D**) substrates with S.D. indicated by error bars. *Open square*, FANCJ-WT; *filled square*, FANCJ-R707C; *open cross*, FANCJ-H396D.](gky403fig3){#F3}

We also tested a 47 bp forked duplex DNA substrate and observed that FANCJ-R707C displayed very low but detectable helicase activity in the presence of RPA (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The maximal amount of 47 bp substrate unwound was ∼5%. FANCJ-WT unwound significantly greater percentages of the 47 bp substrate in the presence of RPA, achieving a maximal 30% substrate unwound. FANCJ-H396D, as expected, failed to measurably unwind the 47 bp substrate at all RPA concentrations tested. Based on these results, we conclude that RPA stimulated FANCJ-R707C, but not FANCJ-H396D, on DNA substrates of 34 bp and 47 bp; however, the strength of RPA stimulation on FANCJ-R707C helicase was highly dependent on the length of duplex in the substrate. Moreover, FANCJ-R707C helicase activity on the 47 bp forked duplex substrate was strongly reduced, even in the presence of RPA, consistent with its reduced processivity evidenced by the single-molecule studies.

Effect of FANCJ mutations on G-quadruplex resolvase activity {#SEC3-7}
------------------------------------------------------------

FANCJ is specialized among Fe-S cluster helicases in its ability to unwind intramolecular and intermolecular G quadruplex substrates ([@B7],[@B10]). This led us to test the effect of R707C and H396D mutations on FANCJ's ability to unwind such G4 substrates *in vitro*. FANCJ-R707C retained partial unwinding activity on a unimolecular G4 DNA substrate compared to FANCJ-WT, whereas FANCJ-H396D was barely detectable (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Similar results were obtained when the FANCJ proteins were tested on a tetra-stranded G4 DNA substrate (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![FANCJ G-quadruplex DNA unwinding is abolished by the H396D mutation but only partially compromised by the R707C mutation. (**A, B**) Helicase reactions were performed with the indicated FANCJ proteins in the presence of 0.5 nM of Poly (A) Zic1 intramolecular G4 DNA substrate and 5-fold molar excess of complementary PNA oligonucleotide at 30°C for 15 min. Representative gel images of FANCJ reaction mixture products analyzed by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis are shown with the conversion of unwound G4 substrate into duplex DNA in Panel A. M represents a positive control marker of duplex DNA generated after annealing of single strand G4 DNA and complementary oligonucleotide. Quantitative analysis of intramolecular G4 unwinding by FANCJ-proteins is shown with S.D, indicated by error bars in Panel B. *Open square*, FANCJ-WT; *filled square*, FANCJ-R707C; *open cross*, FANCJ-H396D. (**C, D**) Helicase reactions were performed with the indicated FANCJ proteins in the presence of 0.5 nM of tetra-stranded G4 DNA (TPG4) substrate at 30°C for 15 min. Representative gel images of FANCJ reaction mixture products analyzed by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis are shown with the conversion of unwound G4 substrate into single-stranded DNA in Panel C. 5′radiolabeled ssDNA as a marker is shown. Quantitative analysis of fork duplex unwinding of FANCJ-proteins is shown with S.D, indicated by error bars in Panel D. *Open square*, FANCJ-WT; *filled square*, FANCJ-R707C; *open cross*, FANCJ-H396D.](gky403fig4){#F4}

Effect of FANCJ mutations on ATPase activity {#SEC3-8}
--------------------------------------------

To further characterize the effects of the FANCJ helicase core mutations on its catalytic activity, we assessed ATP hydrolysis by determining the Michaelis--Menton parameter *K*~m~ and the turn-over rate constant, *k*~cat~ (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). *K*~m~ values for FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D were determined to be 150 and 92 μM, respectively, lower than that of FANCJ-WT (505 μM). ATP hydrolysis by the FANCJ proteins was analyzed by calculating *k*~cat~ values from experiments conducted in the presence of 4.4 mM ATP, which is ∼8-fold greater than *K*~m~ value for FANCJ-WT. FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D displayed *k*~cat~ values of 921 and 339 min^−1^, respectively, which is decreased 3-fold and 8-fold compared to the *k*~cat~ value of 2730 min^−1^ for FANCJ-WT (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The decreased *k*~cat~ values for ATP hydrolysis by the FANCJ mutant proteins correlated with the effects of the respective mutations on DNA binding and helicase activity. The reduced *K*~m~ values for ATP hydrolysis by either FANCJ mutant protein may reflect a compromised ability of FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D to release the bound ATP that is less efficiently hydrolyzed. Calculation of the specificity constant (*k*~cat~/*K*~m~) suggests that FANCJ-H396D is significantly compromised in its efficiency to hydrolyze ATP, more so than FANCJ-R707C.

###### ATPase kinetic rate constants of FANCJ wild-type and mutant proteins

  Protein       *K* ~m~    *k* ~cat~   *k* ~cat~/*K*~m~
  ------------- ---------- ----------- ------------------
  FANCJ-WT      505 ± 90   2730 ± 90   5.4
  FANCJ-R707C   150 ± 50   921 ± 30    2.3
  FANCJ-H396D   92 ± 30    339 ± 15    10

^a^FANCJ concentrations were 60 nM.

^b^M13mp18 ssDNA concentration was 2.1 nM.

^c^ATP concentration ranged from 30 μM to 8000 μM.

^d^ATP was 4.4 mM.

Ability of FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D to disrupt protein-DNA complexes {#SEC3-9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

FANCJ has the ability to disrupt protein-DNA interactions through its motor function ([@B14]). To address the effects of the R707C and H396D mutations on FANCJ catalytic activity in this capacity, we assessed the ability of the mutant proteins to displace streptavidin bound to a biotinylated oligonucleotide, which is estimated to be of a very strong affinity (apparent *K*~d~ ∼ 10^−15^ M ([@B30])). Compared to FANCJ-WT, both FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-H396D were significantly impaired in streptavidin displacement activity with the greater effect on FANCJ-H396D ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

R707C mutation negatively affects FANCJ's ability to dimerize {#SEC3-10}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Previously we had reported that FANCJ dimerizes and that the dimeric form of FANCJ displays greater DNA binding ability as well as increased specific activity for ATP hydrolysis and DNA unwinding ([@B8]). These findings led us to test the effects of the H396D and R707C mutations on FANCJ's assembly state. By size exclusion chromatography, it was determined that FANCJ-WT and FANCJ-H396D eluted from a Superdex200 HR column in two major peaks, one corresponding to a dimer and the other corresponding to a monomer ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, FANCJ-R707C was primarily found in the fraction corresponding to a monomer, indicating that the R707C mutation impaired the ability of FANCJ to oligomerize.

Genetic characterization of FANCJ mutant alleles {#SEC3-11}
------------------------------------------------

To characterize the functional impact of the two patient-derived FANCJ missense mutations, we performed a series of genetic complementation assays. Because chicken and human FANCJ are conserved ([@B14],[@B31]), we exploited DT40 cells harboring a deletion mutation in the *fancj* gene to assess the functionality of human GFP-tagged wild-type or mutant FANCJ proteins (Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) that are stably expressed in the indicated cell lines after a process of transfection, selection for antibiotic resistance, colony isolation, and verification of exogenous GFP-tagged FANCJ protein expression. Depending on the isolate FANCJ-H396D and FANCJ-R707C were expressed at a 2- to 3-fold greater level that exogenously expressed FANCJ-WT in the fancj-/- cells, as judged by western blot analysis of total cell lysates (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). At least three sub-clones for each stably transfected DT40 cell line were analyzed to verify the reproducibility of genetic complementation assays in the indicated cell lines for sensitivity to the DNA cross-linker CisPt. In addition, APH that inhibits DNA polymerase α ([@B32]) or TMS that specifically binds to G-quadruplex DNA ([@B33],[@B34]) were tested on the cell lines. FANCJ-deficient cells were previously shown to be sensitive to all of these agents ([@B8],[@B14],[@B35]).

![FANCJ-R707C is a separation-of-function mutant that partially rescues sensitivity to the replication stress inducing agents aphidicolin or telomestatin but fails to restore cisplatin resistance. (**A**) Schematic diagram of green fluorescence protein (GFP)-FANCJ recombinant protein expressed in fancj^−/−^ cells for genetic complementation assays. (**B**) Western blot analysis of whole cell lysate protein (40 μg) from fancj^−/−^ DT40 cells transfected with plasmid encoding (pEGFP-Vector), pEGFP-FANCJ-WT (FANCJ-WT), pEGFP-FANCJ-R707C (FANCJ-R707C), or pEGFP-FANCJ-H396D (FANCJ-H396D). Protein was detected with antibody against FANCJ or actin (as a loading control, 10% loaded). (C-E) Cell survival assays, as measured by methyl cellulose colony formation, for the indicated fancj^−/−^ cells expressing mutant or wild-type FANCJ proteins. Cells were exposed to the indicated concentrations of CisPt (**C**), APH (**D**) or TMS (**E**). Filled square, fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with FANCJ-WT; open square, fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with pEGFP-Vector; filled triangle, fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with FANCJ-R707C; open cross- fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with FANCJ-H396D. (F, G) FANCJ-R707C restores normal replication restart after APH exposure. Schematic representation of the protocol used to track DNA replication fibers is shown in Panel F. Cells were pulse-chased with CldU (*red label*), and then labeled with IdU (*green label*) for the indicated times. (**G**) Representative images of fluorescently-labeled DNA fibers from the indicated cell lines treated with DMSO or APH. (**H**) Box and whiskers graphs indicating the 10--90 percentile of the IdU tract length (μm) for ongoing forks. The data, presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m.), are based on the measurement of at least 100 DNA fibers from two independent experiments. (**I**--**N**), DNA damage, as marked by immunofluorescent detection of γ-H2AX foci, in the indicated fancj^−/−^ transfected cell lines. fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with pEGFP-Vector, pEGFP-FANCJ-WT (FANCJ-WT), pEGFP-FANCJ-R707C (FANCJ-R707C) or pEGFP-FANCJ-H396D (FANCJ-H396D) were exposed for 14 h to: CisPt (1 μM) (I, J); APH (200 nM) (K, L); TMS (5 μM) (M, N). Immunofluorescence detection of γ-H2AX foci by Alexa fluor 488 is shown along with DAPI, or merged (DAPI and Alexa fluor 488). Quantitative analyses of γ-H2AX foci are shown with S.D. (ns-not significant; \*\**P* \< 0.05, \**P* \< 0.01 (Student\'s *t*-test).](gky403fig5){#F5}

Initially, colony formation assays were performed to assess the effect of the DNA cross-linker CisPt on cell survival ([@B8],[@B14]). fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D were highly sensitive to CisPt (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). fancj^−/−^ cells complemented with FANCJ-WT exhibited only a 12% reduction in colonies at a CisPt concentration of 0.25 μM, whereas fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D displayed only a 10% colony survival, comparable to that observed for cells transfected with empty vector. The CisPt sensitivity of fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D or FANCJ-R707C prompted us to assess for chromosome aberrations. Metaphase spreads revealed that chromosome aberrations were significantly elevated in the cell lines expressing the FANCJ mutant proteins at a level comparable to the fancj^−/−^ vector cells ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Next, we assessed colony formation for the respective fancj^−/−^ transfected cell lines after exposure to APH, which yielded some unexpected results (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-R707C retained a level of APH resistance comparable to those cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-WT, a finding that was very different from what was determined for CisPt. In contrast, fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D displayed cell survival after APH exposure very much the same as fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with empty vector. The pathway for resumption of daughter strand synthesis after polymerase inhibition may be affected by FANCJ helicase status, given its importance in the replication stress response. To address this, DNA synthesis rates were estimated by tract lengths acquired from sequential pulse experiments with the various fancj^−/−^ transfected cell lines. Replication track analysis was performed after labeling the cells with CldU to track ongoing fibers and then with IdU to measure their progression in the presence or absence of APH (Figure [5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of APH, measurement of IdU indicated that fancj^−/−^ vector cells did not show any significant reduction in fiber length (Figure [5G](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, in the presence of APH (200 nM, 20 min), fancj^−/−^ vector cells showed ∼35% reduction in IdU tract lengths compared to fancj^−/−^ cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-WT. fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-R707C did not show any significant reduction in IdU tract length, whereas fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D showed ∼35% reduction in IdU length, similar to what was observed for fancj^−/−^ vector cells. Based on these results, we conclude that FANCJ-R707C, but not FANCJ-H3986D, enables cells to respond to replication stress induced by APH in a manner similar to fancj-/- cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-WT.

We next examined the sensitivity of the fancj^−/−^ transfected cell lines to the G4 stabilizing ligand TMS (Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we observed that cells expressing FANCJ-R707C were mildly sensitive to TMS, whereas cells expressing FANCJ-H396D were highly sensitive to the compound. Because TMS specifically binds to G4 structures ([@B7],[@B34]), we wanted to determine if TMS-treated cells expressing FANCJ-R707C which was partially active on G4 DNA substrates would show a lower level of immune-reactive G4. Consistent with our previous observation ([@B22]), fancj^−/−^ vector cells exposed to TMS displayed a 2.5-fold increase in G4 staining foci compared to fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-WT ([Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). TMS exposure to fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-R707C displayed G4 staining foci similar to those cells expressing FANCJ-WT, whereas fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D displayed elevated G4 staining comparable to fancj^−/−^ vector cells. These results, taken together with the TMS survival data, suggest that G4 accumulation in cells expressing helicase-dead FANCJ-H396D or completely lacking FANCJ, underlies the observed sensitivity to the G4 ligand. In contrast, cells expressing the partially helicase-active FANCJ-R707C were largely resistant to TMS-induced G4 staining and only mildly sensitive to the G4 ligand.

The ability of FANCJ-R707C expressed in fancj^−/−^ cells to rescue APH or TMS sensitivity but not CisPt sensitivity as measured by survival assays raised the question if the separation of function mutant FANCJ-R707C would rescue sensitivity to agents that induce ICL lesions or DSBs that could be repaired by HR in cells undergoing replication. To address this, the transfected fancj-/- cell lines were exposed to the cross-linking agent MMC or the drug Bleo which directly introduces DSBs. As shown in [Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, FANCJ-R707C failed to restore MMC resistance, but partially rescued Bleo sensitivity. These results suggest that the partially helicase active FANCJ-R707C mutant protein can function to some extent in repair of Bleo-induced DSBs, but not in CisPt- or MMC-induced cross-links.

Stalled or regressed replication forks are known to undergo degradation by Mre11 exonuclease, which is proposed to contribute to chromosomal instability ([@B36]). Previously, it was reported that FA proteins play a role in fork protection from degradation during conditions of replication stress ([@B37]). Therefore, we tested if the Mre11 exonuclease inhibitor Mirin affects survival of fancj-/- cells transfected with empty vector or expressing helicase-inactive FANCJ-H396D that are exposed to the DNA polymerase inhibitor APH. Consistent with previously published results for Chinese hamster ovary cells ([@B38]), Mirin alone caused reduced cell survival as measured by colony formation; however, cells expressing FANCJ-WT or FANCJ-R707C showed greater resistance than cells expressing FANCJ-H396D or no FANCJ ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, Mirin failed to confer resistance to APH or CisPt irrespective of FANCJ status ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

FANCJ-H396D, but not FANCJ-R707C, localizes efficiently to laser-induced DNA damage {#SEC3-12}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The inability of FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D expressed in fancj^−/−^ cells to rescue their sensitivity to the DNA cross-linking agents CisPt or MMC raised the question if these mutant proteins were able to localize to sites of DNA damage. To address this, we examined their recruitment kinetics to laser-induced DSBs or Pso-ICLs introduced at localized areas within the nuclei of asynchronized U2OS cells, as visualized by live-cell imaging. Representative cells showing the recruitment pattern of wild-type and mutant GFP-FANCJ proteins to DSBs or ICLs are displayed in [Supplementary Figure S10A and C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and quantification found in [Supplementary Figure S10B and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, respectively. Consistent with previously published results for FANCJ-WT ([@B24]), FANCJ-H396D recruited to both DSBs and ICLs rapidly. However, FANCJ-R707C recruited inefficiently or hardly at all to laser-induced DSBs and failed to detectably recruit to laser-activated Pso-ICLs. Based on these results, we conclude that FANCJ-H396D was proficient in its recruitment to sites of laser-induced DNA damage, whereas FANCJ-R707C was seriously compromised in its recruitment to DSBs and defective altogether in its recruitment to laser-activated Pso-ICLs.

DNA damage induction in cells expressing FANCJ mutants {#SEC3-13}
------------------------------------------------------

Given the evidence that FANCJ operates in HR repair to correct lesions arising directly from endogenous or exogenous stress, or during the process of ICL repair ([@B5]), we wanted to assess markers of HR repair in dividing cells expressing the FANCJ mutant proteins. First, we examined γ-H2AX foci, a well-known maker of DNA damage, particularly DSBs ([@B39]). Exposure of fancj^−/−^ cells to CisPt (2 μM, 14 h) resulted in a 3-fold increase in cells with ≥10 γ-H2AX foci compared to the same cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-WT (Figure [5I](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [J](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with our previous results ([@B8]). CisPt-treated fancj^−/−^ cells expressing either FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D displayed a 2.5-fold or 4-fold increase in γ-H2AX foci, respectively, as compared to fancj^−/−^ cells. Therefore, neither FANCJ mutant effectively suppressed DNA damage in cells exposed to a DNA cross-linking agent.

Next, we monitored γ-H2AX foci levels in the same cell lines exposed to APH (200 nM, 14 h). In this case, APH exposure to fancj^−/−^ vector cells resulted in a 3.5-fold increase in cells with ≥10 γ-H2AX (Figure [5K](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [L](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). However, fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-R707C did not show a statistically significant increase in γ-H2AX foci, whereas fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D displayed a 4-fold increase. Based on these results, we conclude that FANCJ-H396D failed to suppress DNA damage induced by APH-stalling of replication forks. In contrast, FANCJ-R707C functioned in this capacity. We then tested the effect of cellular exposure to the G4 ligand TMS (2.5 μM, 14 h) on γ-H2AX foci and observed that the nearly 3-fold increase in γ-H2AX in fancj^−/−^ cells was suppressed by the expression of FANCJ-R707C, but not FANCJ-H396D (Figure [5M](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [N](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This finding was in the same line with that for APH. Furthermore, the results from the γ-H2AX induction assays were consistent with those obtained from the cell survival measurements, indicating that FANCJ-R707C, but not FANCJ-H396D, rescued the sensitivity of cells lacking FANCJ-WT to APH or TMS, agents that induce replication stress. However, FANCJ-R707C was not able to rescue the survival deficiency or DNA damage induction caused by exposure to the cross-linking agent CisPt.

FANCJ-R707C fails to suppress single-stranded DNA or Rad51 persistence in cells exposed to CisPt {#SEC3-14}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The inability of either FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D to suppress the DSBs induced by CisPt suggested that the HR step to correct the processed ICL might be defective. Strand resection initiated by the Mre11-Rad50-NBS1 (MRN) complex along with CtIP and extended by BLM interactions with the 5′ processing nucleases DNA2 or EXO-1 results in long 3′ single-stranded DNA tails coated by RPA which are subsequently replaced with Rad51, the major strand exchange protein that mediates invasion into sister chromatid duplex to form a displacement loop (D-loop) involving the nucleoprotein filament ([@B40]). Using its motor ATPase function, FANCJ was previously shown to disrupt fixed D-loop DNA substrates ([@B41]), destabilize Rad51 nucleoprotein filaments ([@B41]), and inhibit Rad51 DNA strand exchange activity ([@B41]) *in vitro*. In addition, FANCJ physically and functionally interacts with the Mre11 ([@B24]) and BLM ([@B42]) proteins, suggesting that FANCJ modulates single-stranded DNA resection and/or Rad51 strand exchange. Therefore, we sought to determine if fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-H396D show an abnormal level of CisPt-induced single-stranded DNA or Rad51 foci *in vivo*. For detection of single-stranded DNA, we pre-labeled cells with 5-bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU), and subsequently stained the cells that had been exposed to CisPt (2 μM, 14 h) with a BrdU antibody that specifically recognizes the modified nucleotide when it is in the single-stranded state ([@B43]); therefore, by avoiding DNA denaturation, the single-stranded DNA arising from post-ICL DNA processing could be visualized. BrdU staining of the CisPt-treated fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D or FANCJ-R707C behaved like fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with empty vector, showing a three- to four-fold increase in percentage of cells with ≥5 BrdU foci (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, CisPt-treated fancj^−/−^ cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-WT did not show any difference in BrdU staining compared to untreated cells, suggesting that any single-stranded DNA generated during ICL repair was promptly repaired via the HR pathway. Similar experiments performed with cells that had been prelabeled with BrdU and subsequently exposed to APH (200 nM, 14 h) revealed no differences in BrdU foci compared to untreated cells irrespective of FANCJ status (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that persistent single-stranded DNA is not generated at APH-stalled replication forks under the experimental conditions.

![FANCJ-R707C fails to suppress single-stranded DNA or Rad51 persistence in cells exposed to CisPt. fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with pEGFP-Vector, pEGFP-FANCJ-WT (FANCJ-WT), pEGFP-FANCJ-R707C (FANCJ-R707C) or pEGFP-FANCJ-H396D (FANCJ-H396D) were exposed for 14 h to CisPt (1 μM) (**A, B**) or APH (200 nM) (**C, D**). Note that for BrdU staining, cells were pre-labeled with BrdU prior to drug exposure as described in Materials and Methods. (A, C) Immunofluorescent BrdU foci (A) or Rad51 foci (C) were detected by Alexa fluor 488 and are shown along with DAPI, or merged (DAPI and Alexa fluor 488). (B, D) Quantitative analyses of BrdU foci (B) or Rad51 foci (D) are shown with S.D. indicated by error bars.](gky403fig6){#F6}

Next, we performed similar experiments to immuno-stain for Rad51 in the various fancj^−/−^ cell lines exposed to either CisPt or APH (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). As was observed for BrdU foci, CisPt-treated fancj^−/−^ cells expressing either FANCJ-H396D or FANCJ-R707C behaved like fancj^−/−^ cells transfected with empty vector, showing an approximately four-fold increase in percentage of cells with ≥5 Rad51 foci. In contrast, CisPt-treated fancj^−/−^ cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-WT did not show any difference in Rad51 staining compared to untreated cells, suggesting that Rad51 filaments do not persist after ICL-induced DNA damage when FANCJ-WT is present. Similar experiments performed with cells exposed to APH did not show any difference in Rad51 foci compared to untreated cells irrespective of FANCJ status (Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that Rad51 filament formation does not occur or persist at APH-stalled replication forks.

FANCJ deficiency does not perturb Chk1 activation induced by aphidicolin {#SEC3-15}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The poor replication fork recovery of FANCJ-deficient cells from APH exposure may be attributed to a role of FANCJ in remodeling stalled forks, activation of the Chk1/ATR-dependent S-phase checkpoint, or a combination of the two. To assess if the replication checkpoint plays a role in the ability of FANCJ-R707C to rescue APH sensitivity of expression of fancj^−/−^ cells, we examined Chk1-Ser 345 phosphorylation, a well-known marker of the ATR checkpoint ([@B44]). We observed that a 1 h exposure of APH concentrations as low as 200 nM induced robust Chk1-Ser 345 phosphorylation in DT40 cells. fancj^−/−^ vector cells, or fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D, FANCJ-R707C, or FANCJ-WT displayed Chk1 phosphorylation in a comparable manner ([Supplementary Figure S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Based on these results, we suggest that the partially active FANCJ-R707C helicase plays a direct role in restarting APH-stalled replication forks that does not involve modulation of the ATR checkpoint.

FANCJ-R707C partially rescues aphidicolin or telomestatin sensitivity independent of the FA pathway {#SEC3-16}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The FA pathway of ICL repair is generally believed to be a linear one involving sequential steps: (i) ICL recognition by the FA core complex; (ii) FANCD2/FANCI mono-ubiquitination and chromatin association; (iii) ICL unhooking by structure-specific nucleases; (iv) translesion DNA synthesis past the ICL remnant; (v) HR repair of the DSB ([@B3],[@B45]). Although FANCJ is believed to operate in the HR step of ICL repair, its precise mechanism is not well understood and the dependence of FANCJ on other FA proteins and associated factors in the DNA damage or replication stress response has attracted interest. Recently it was shown that FANCD2, FANCJ and BRCA2 cooperate in promoting replication fork recovery following stalling by APH in a process that is independent to their involvement in the FA pathway ([@B6]). This led us to ask if genetic rescue of fancj^−/−^ cells to APH or TMS by FANCJ-R707C in our experimental model was dependent on an upstream player of the classic FA ICL repair pathway, namely FANCC, a member of the FA core complex. Firstly, as expected, FANCJ-R707C or FANCJ-WT, failed to rescue sensitivity to the DNA cross-linker CisPt in fancj^−/−^ cells that were also deficient in FANCC ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, for APH or TMS, expression of FANCJ-R707C partially rescued the sensitivity of fancj^−/−^ fancc^−/−^ cells ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating that the ability of FANCJ-R707C to help cells cope with replication stress by a DNA polymerase inhibitor or G4 ligand was not dependent on FANCC.

Given evidence that BLM helicase is important for the replication stress response and interacts physically and functionally with FANCJ ([@B42]), we wanted to assess if genetic rescue by FANCJ-R707C of sensitivity to CisPt, APH or TMS was dependent on BLM. Unfortunately, fancj^−/−^ blm^−/−^ cells grew very poorly ([Supplementary Figure S13A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and cell cycle analyses revealed that they accumulate in sub-G1 ([Supplementary Figure S13B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the growth defects of these cells precluded further analysis with FANCJ variants, the results indicate that BLM is required even under endogenous stress conditions to compensate for lack of FANCJ function.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

The FANCJ-R707C amino acid substitution in motif IV of the helicase core domain represents a partial loss-of-function mutant in a biochemical sense. The reduced DNA binding, ATPase, and helicase activity rendered by the FANCJ-R707C mutation can be rationalized by homology modeling with the TaXPD crystal structure in which the R707 position is projected to reside near the single-stranded DNA binding cleft ([@B28]). The FANCJ-H396D mutation in motif II, the Walker B box implicated in ATP binding and hydrolysis, nearly completely inactivates catalytic activity of FANCJ, consistent with the TaXPD homology model in which the invariant histidine resides at the interface of the two RecA domains responsible for the motor ATPase function of the enzyme. Because the ATPase activity of FANCJ is strongly coupled to DNA binding ([@B11],[@B46]), we surmise that the negative effect of the H396D mutation on DNA binding as well as the amino acid substitution\'s direct impact on ATP hydrolysis are responsible for the strong reduction in the *k*~cat~ for ATP hydrolysis. Further insight to the molecular interactions of FANCJ with DNA and ATP awaits its structural characterization.

The FANCJ-R707C mutation clearly interfered with dimerization, which would significantly contribute to its reduced DNA binding and catalytic activity based on our previous observations that the dimeric form of FANCJ shows greater specific activity for DNA binding, ATP hydrolysis and helicase activity compared to the FANCJ monomer ([@B8]). Thus, the FANCJ-R707C mutation is a dimerization-defective mutant, similar to a previously described Q25A mutation in the Q motif residing just upstream of the Walker A (motif I) and Walker B (motif II) boxes of FANCJ ([@B8]). However, unlike FANCJ-R707C the recombinant FANCJ-Q25A mutant was completely inactive as a helicase on forked duplex or G4 DNA substrates. Moreover, FANCJ-Q25A, like FANCJ-R707C, failed to rescue for CisPt resistance. In contrast to FANCJ-R707C but similar to FANCJ-H396D, the helicase-dead Q25A mutant failed to confer resistance to the G4 ligand TMS. Therefore, the complete inactivation of FANCJ helicase activity exerted by the H396D or the Q25A substitution is likely responsible for the inability of the mutated FANCJ to confer resistance to ICL-induced DNA damage or TMS-stabilized G4 DNA structures.

The FANCJ-R707C mutant retained catalytic DNA unwinding activity on a short (19 bp) forked duplex or 5^'^ tailed G4 DNA substrate; moreover, FANCJ-R707C-calayzed DNA unwinding of the longer 34 bp forked substrate was stimulated by its interacting partner, RPA. Therefore, the R707C mutation has not drastically altered the overall global structure and functionality of FANCJ; however, FANCJ-R707C helicase activity is significantly compromised on the longer 47 bp forked duplex substrate, even in the presence of its interacting partner, RPA. In addition, the motor ATPase-driven displacement of streptavidin from a biotinylated oligonucleotide is significantly compromised for the FANCJ-R707C mutant. Therefore, it is reasonable to postulate that the apparent 3-fold reduced *k*~cat~ for ATP hydrolysis is associated with the pronounced decrease in accomplishing more arduous tasks, i.e. unwinding of relatively long duplexes or disruption of high affinity protein-DNA interactions. The single-molecule results are consistent with this general scenario, and permit a refinement of the mechanistic consequences of the R707C mutation. The run-length of FANCJ-R707C was significantly reduced whereas the unwinding rate was comparable to WT, suggesting that the R707C mutation directly affects processivity by reducing DNA binding stability, in line with the measured reduction in DNA affinity for the R707C mutant. The apparent decrease in *k*~cat~ for ATP hydrolysis measured in ensemble assays is likely influenced by the reduced processivity and lower binding affinity.

We propose that the partial loss of biochemical activity attributed to the R707C mutation is manifested in the FANCJ-R707C separation-of-function allelic effects assayed *in vivo*. FANCJ-R707C expressed at a level comparable to exogenous FANCJ-WT failed to rescue CisPt or MMC sensitivity. In contrast, FANCJ-R707C rescued sensitivity to the DNA polymerase inhibitor APH or G4 ligand TMS. The simplest interpretation of the biochemical and genetic data is that a lower catalytic threshold of FANCJ helicase activity is required for the cellular response to DNA polymerase inhibition or small molecule-induced stabilization of G-quadruplexes compared to repair of ICLs. The observation that the catalytically defective FANCJ-H396D mutant fails to rescue APH or TMS sensitivity establishes a window for detecting the requisite level of FANCJ catalytic activity required for the replication stress response to APH or TMS. Furthermore, comparison to FANCJ-R707C indicates that processivity and DNA binding are key determinants for FANCJ's role in response to APH or TMS.

FANCJ-R707C (or FANCJ-H396D) could be co-immunoprecipitated with MLH1 (FANCJ's protein partner in cross-link repair ([@B47])) from HeLa whole cell extracts ([Supplementary Figure S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that the helicase core domain mutations did not drastically interfere with FANCJ's ability to interact with the mismatch repair factor; however, the partially helicase active FANCJ-R707C was defective in dimerization and showed compromised recruitment to sites of DNA damage. The marked decrease in unwinding long and difficult DNA substrates or displacing proteins can be attributed to the same decrease in affinity that decreases processivity. For the long DNA substrate, the effect on processivity is obvious. In the other two cases, if the forward rate of the enzyme decreases, or it spends more time in a weak DNA binding state as a result of the impediments to translocation (G-quadruplex or bound protein), then the R707C mutant enzyme will have a much higher probability of detaching and failing to resolve the G4 or displace streptavidin than the WT enzyme. This would persist even in the presence of RPA.

To explain the separation-of-function incurred by the R707C mutation, we surmise FANCJ-R707C retains the ability to catalyze unwinding of relatively short DNA duplexes in order to remodel stalled forks during replication or to resolve secondary DNA structure that impedes DNA synthesis (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, FANCJ-R707C confers partial resistance to Bleo, a drug that induces single-strand breaks and DSBs characterized by 5′-staggered ends or blunt ends ([@B48]) that are repaired at least in part by nonhomologous end-joining ([@B49]). Consistent with the Bleo rescue, FANCJ-R707C was able to recruit to DSBs, albeit less efficiently than FANCJ-H396D or FANCJ-WT ([@B24]). However, the catalytically compromised FANCJ-R707C that recruits poorly to ICL DNA damage is unable to perform its more extensive role(s) in HR required for fork reconstruction after the unhooking step of ICL repair (e.g. strand resection, strand invasion, or maturation of a D-loop intermediate, Rad51 dissociation). The distinctive nature of CisPt-induced DNA damage versus TMS-stabilized secondary structure or APH-stalled DNA synthesis is evident by the immunofluorescent detection of γ-H2AX foci, single-stranded DNA, or Rad51 in cells exposed to these agents under the described experimental conditions. Fork remodeling after APH stalling or G4 secondary structure resolution is less destructive to the fork and does not require the extensive nucleolytic DNA processing and subsequent Rad51-mediated strand exchange invoked for completion of ICL repair by HR with the sister chromatid duplex. Presumably, at stalled forks the limited single-stranded DNA produced by a minimal threshold of FANCJ catalytic activity (sufficiently performed by FANCJ-R707C) and MRE11-dependent DNA degradation is not of sufficient length to load RPA and hence Rad51 after fork arrest. However, after ICL-induced DNA damage, extensive single-stranded DNA is generated by strand resection machinery at the broken replication fork such that Rad51 is loaded for HR repair to ensue in a manner that requires optimal FANCJ catalytic activity for its downstream role.

![Model depicting the divergent roles of FANCJ in DNA repair and the replication stress response, as evidenced by the characterization of the FANCJ-R707C separation of function mutant. A lower catalytic threshold of FANCJ helicase activity is required for the cellular response to DNA polymerase inhibition or G-quadruplex accumulation compared to repair of interstrand cross-links.](gky403fig7){#F7}

Greenberg *et al.* reported that FANCJ-depleted HeLa cells displayed an elevated S-phase accumulation after low-dose aphidicolin treatment, suggesting a poor response to S-phase DNA damage ([@B50]). However, FANCJ depletion in HeLa cells did not affect IR-dependent phosphorylation of CHK1 at Ser 317 or CHK2 phosphorylation, suggesting that FANCJ acts independently of CHK1/CHK2 when DNA damage is encountered ([@B50]). We observed that FANCJ-deficient cells exposed to APH were not defective in CHK1 activation, suggesting that FANCJ's ability to promote efficient restart of replication upon APH-induced DNA polymerase α stalling is not likely to involve ATR/Chk1 checkpoint activation. This finding is distinct from the earlier observation that Chk1 activation is dependent on FANCJ in U2OS cells exposed to a high (10 mM) concentration of hydroxyurea ([@B51]). Nonetheless, a threshold of FANCJ helicase activity is required for efficient response to replication stress as determined by our replication tract analysis in which fancj^−/−^ cells expressing partially active FANCJ-R707C behaved similar to the same cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-WT, whereas helicase-dead FANCJ-H396D expressing cells behaved like fancj^−/−^ vector cells showing shorter replication tracts.

Cross-talk between FANCJ and the BRCA pathway in the replication stress response is likely. The BRCA2/FANCD1 gene was found to protect nascently synthesized DNA strands at stalled replication forks (caused by hydroxyurea (HU)-induced nucleotide depletion) from degradation by the MRE11 nuclease; however, replication track analyses suggested that while BRCA2 status did not affect replication fork restart, BRCA2 may suppress uncoupling of leading strand and lagging strand synthesis ([@B36]). A separation-of-function BRCA2 C-terminal mutation that destabilizes its interaction with RAD51 crippled its fork protection role but not its ability to perform HR of DSBs, suggesting that BRCA2 requirements for fork protection versus HR of DSBs are distinct ([@B36]). Subsequently, it was reported that the FANCD2 and BRCA1 (FANCS) genes also protect stalled forks from MRE11 degradation in a RAD51-dependent pathway, but (like BRCA2) no defects in fork recovery were observed ([@B37]). Further studies showed that RAD51 and BRCA2 behave in epistatic fashion with FANCD2 to stabilize stalled forks and that FANCD2-deficient cells were protected from HU-induced degradation of nascent strands by either expression of an ATPase-dead version of RAD51 that is highly stable on DNA or elevated expression of wild-type RAD51 ([@B37]). Finally, assessment of BRCA2-defective cells expressing a S3291A variant that is functional in DSB repair but unable to protect stalled forks to ensure survival after exposure to the DNA cross-linking agent mitomycin c (MMC) showed only moderate sensitivity at high dose, suggesting that the functions of BRCA2 during ICL repair versus stalled fork stabilization could be delineated ([@B37]).

Our observations that fancj^−/−^ cells (as well as fancj^−/−^ cells exogenously expressing FANCJ-H396D) were markedly sensitive to the MRE11 exonuclease inhibitor Mirin is similar to the drug\'s negative effect on clonogenic survival reported for BRCA2-deficient cells ([@B38]). Interestingly, expression of FANCJ-R707C conferred greater resistance to Mirin than FANCJ-H396D, suggesting that limited processive DNA unwinding by FANCJ is required for cell survival under conditions of attenuated MRE11 nucleolytic activity. In addition, pre-exposure of fancj^−/−^ cells (or fancj^−/−^ cells expressing FANCJ-H396D) to Mirin did not suppress their sensitivity to aphidicolin, suggesting that fork protection from MRE11-dependent degradation does not prominently affect survival of FANCJ helicase-deficient cells experiencing replication stress under pharmacological conditions of DNA polymerase α inhibition.

Recently, the Sobeck lab determined from cell-based experiments that a non-ubiquitinated isoform of FANCD2 functioning with FANCJ and BRCA2 is sufficient to promote efficient replication fork recovery from APH exposure ([@B6]). Our results showing that the FA core complex member FANCC is not required for APH resistance are consistent with this; furthermore, the FANCJ-R707C mutant behaved like FANCJ-WT in this capacity, indicating that only partial FANCJ catalytic activity is necessary. Clearly, FANCJ operates outside the classic FA pathway of ICL repair to confer resistance to replication stress caused by DNA polymerase α inhibition ((6); current study) or G4 ligand exposure ([@B7]). Interestingly, while BLM-deficient cells are sensitive to agents that stall replication forks ([@B52]), the role of BLM appears to be in fork restart and not fork protection ([@B52]). Further studies are required to determine if FANCJ (which interacts with BLM ([@B42])) also plays a role in fork restart or if it has any other role to help cells cope with replication stress.

How is the biochemical and genetic characterization of the disease-causing FANCJ mutations relevant from a biomedical perspective? Characterization of helicase missense mutations genetically linked to a chromosomal instability disorder like FA (that is prone to cancer) or mutations associated with non-Mendelian cancers might yield insight to improved diagnosis or intervention ([@B53]). The FANCJ-R707C allele was identified along with a FANCJ-W647C mutation in the second allele in an individual with FA ([@B27]). The FANCJ-W647C mutant was determined to be completely inactive for its helicase activity ([Supplementary Figure S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and displayed a dramatic 17-fold reduction in its *k*~cat~ for ATP hydrolysis ([Supplementary Table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, cells from the FA individual with the allelic combination of FANCJ-R707C and FANCJ-W647C would only retain the partial helicase activity catalyzed by the FANCJ-R707C protein. In another individual with FA, the FANCJ-H396D allele was described with a second allelic FANCJ-R251C mutation ([@B26]). Previously, the FANCJ-R251C mutant was characterized genetically and biochemically and found to be completely inactive for its helicase activity and fail to complement fancj^−/−^ cells for cisplatin resistance ([@B54]). Therefore, the cells from this FA individual would be completely devoid of FANCJ helicase activity. Unfortunately, the medical data for the individuals with either the FANCJ-R707C / FANCJ-W647C or FANCJ-H396D/FANCJ-R251C allelic mutations were unavailable, and patients expressing homozygous FANCJ-H396D or FANCJ-R707C alleles have not been reported; consequently, we were unable to assess genotype-phenotype relationships in terms of clinical features. However, the biochemical and genetic characterization of these FANCJ missense mutants suggest that cellular sensitivity to a DNA cross-linking agent like CisPt is a good marker for FA, whereas cellular sensitivity to an agent like APH or TMS that induces replication stress is not a strong indicator for the molecular diagnosis of FA.

From a cancer viewpoint, there is great interest in the field of chemotherapy drug discovery to develop strategies that exploit the replicative stress of rapidly dividing cancer cells to cause catastrophic devastation of the cell proliferation machinery ([@B55]). In personalized medicine, the treatment strategy for a cancer patient may take into account the existing personal genome sequence of the individual to tailor an appropriate intervention strategy. We believe that DNA helicases, like FANCJ, play critical roles in the DNA damage response elicited by many chemotherapy drugs or radiation ([@B56],[@B57]). In our current work, we discovered a FANCJ missense mutation that differentially affects the cellular response to a chemotherapeutic ICL-inducing agent versus a replication inhibitor APH that has undergone preclinical studies for potentiation of cisplatin cytotoxicity ([@B58]), or a representative G4 ligand that has attracted interest for pharmaceutical use to target telomeres or oncogene promoters to induce cancer cell senescence ([@B59],[@B60]). With further research, characterization of separation of function alleles like FANCJ-R707C may lead to novel cancer treatment strategies. Moreover, virtual docking of small molecules at the R707 site in FANCJ may lead to the identification of a compound that only partially affects FANCJ catalytic activity; lead compound development may ultimately produce a compound that sensitizes cancer cells with heightened replicative sensitivity to the helicase-specific agent. With the advent of whole genome high-throughput sequencing and vast small molecule screens, it is conceivable that specialized DNA metabolic enzymes like helicases may become very useful targets to eliminate cancers and reduce the non-specific cytotoxicity incurred by many currently used chemotherapy regimens.
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